Research Forum Agenda

Moderator: Jennifer Anders, MD, FAAP
Associate State EMS Medical Director for Pediatrics

Introducing the “Hiccup” method – improving CPR Quality
Jennifer Anders, MD  Johns Hopkins Children’s Center/ MIEMSS

Poster Presentations from 2019 – Speed Reading (rather than speed dating)
- Emergency Ready Families
- Pediatric HP CRP
- Pediatric Sepsis Protocol
- Tourniquets – what fit children & what is on the market

ET3 (Emergency Triage, Treat & Transport) for children: what do parents think?  Caleb Ward, MB BCh Children’s National Medical Center

Evidence for Ultrasound in Pediatric Resuscitation
J. Kathleen Deanehan, MD  Johns Hopkins Childrens Center

Pediatrics EMS QI Metrics: what eMEDS can tell you
Jennifer Anders, MD  MIEMSS Pediatric Medical Director